
Kumihimo
4mm Round Bead Necklace Pattern

Shaped beads can add texture to Kumihimo beaded braids, but braiding with 
large beads increases the internal hollow space, so this necklace uses a 
core to help keep the braid firm and well-shaped.

Round (Druk) beads have small holes, making bead loading a little slow.  
Because this necklace uses a core, it doesn’t matter what size cord you use.  
I recommend either nylon Bead cord (Tex-210) or Fine cord (Tex-135).  
Tex-135 Fine cord will make bead loading easier.

To make an 18” 8-warp Kongoh Gumi beaded braid using 4mm Round 
beads, you’ll need:

- Approximately 544 4mm Czech glass pressed Round (Druk) beads (I used Matte Crystal Glittery Bronze)
- Tex-210 or Tex-135 nylon cord (C-lon or S-lon) (Brown in sample shown)
- 2-4mm core (I used 1mm nylon cord doubled; options include satin cord, Chinese knotting cord or paracord)
- 6 - 10mm magnetic clasp (I used a 10mm Acrylic Magnetic Cylinder clasp for the sample, above)
- Kumihimo disk, bobbins, and counterweight (1/2 ounce to 1 ounce or 14-28 grams)
- Cord burner or sharp scissors
- Cord stiffener like Fray Check (optional)
- Adhesive such as 5 minute 2-part epoxy (recommended) or E-6000

• Cut 4 cords about 96” each (244cm or 8 feet). Cut a length of core cord 60 inches (152cm) 
if doubling, or about 30” (76cm) used singly. Gather all the cords together and fold in 
half, find the center at the fold, and using a scrap of cord or thread, tie together at the 
center point using a lark’s head knot. 

• Position the bead cords in pairs on disk (2 each at the N, S, E, and W positions). The core 
will remain loose and will not go into a slot. You will braid around the core. 

• Load 68 beads on each cord. Wrap cords onto bobbins. Position the core on the disk, as 
shown in the photos below.

• Attach counterweight to cords. 

• Begin braiding, bottom left up, top right down, quarter turn (either way).  Braid with cord only around the 
core (don’t drop beads yet) for about 1/2” (1.27cm). Continue braiding until cords have returned to their 
original positions with cords 1 and 2 at the north. 

Tip: When braiding around a core, keep the core out of the way 
by positioning it to the side.  When moving the bottom left cord 
up, keep the core to right side of the disk.  When moving the 
top right cord down, keep the core on the left side, as shown. 

• Braid, dropping a bead with each move, until all beads are used.  

• Adjust: To make it smaller, just braid in fewer beads.  Or load and 
braid more beads to make it longer. I used 68 beads per cord for 
18” of beaded braid length for a 19” finished necklace. You may braid differently, so measure as you go.

• Braid without beads for another 1/2” (1.25cm) or so.  Remove braid from the disk. Burn (or wrap, cut, and seal) 
the cord ends to fit inside the clasp.  Glue ends into clasp with epoxy (best!) or E-6000.  Let dry and cure for 
24 hours.

• All done!  Enjoy!
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